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Smartphones have expanded 
the utility of the Internet to 
an unimaginable scale.

Introduction

In the context of our evolving technological society, smartphones have expanded the utility of the Internet to an 

unimaginable scale. Never before has information been so accessible. Never before has it been so easy to connect and 

share with a geographically dispersed assortment of contacts. And never before 

has the desktop computer’s dominant position as the Internet-enabled device of 

choice been under such threat.

But how real is this threat to the legal industry? While we might have statistics 

that reflect the seismic shift of smartphones on the population at large, this doesn’t 

necessarily capture the changes within the legal community, a community that is 

typified by its glacial-paced change. 

That is why Jaffe conducted its inaugural survey of lawyers and legal marketers 

regarding their Internet-enabled device preferences. The following are the results 

of the survey, which we hope provide useful insight on the behaviors of the legal community. It is our intent for you to use 

these statistics to inform your law firm marketing strategy so you can better reach your audience by investing in tactics that 

target your audiences on the devices they use both personally and professionally. 



Q
1

    What type of smartphone device do you own?

iPhone

Android

Blackberry

I don’t own a
smartphone.
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I don’t
own a

smartphone.

71% of respondents own iPhones.



Q
2

    What type of computer do you use professionally?

PC

Apple
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88% of respondents use PCs in their professional roles.



Q
3

    What type of computer do you use personally?

PC

Apple
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64% of respondents use PCs for their personal use.



Q
4

    What type of tablet do you own?

Apple (iPad)

Android
(Samsung...

Amazon Kindle
Fire

I don’t own a
tablet.
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61% of respondents own iPads.

I don’t own 
a tablet.



Q
5

    Which device do you use most for social media?

Computer

Smartphone

Tablet

I split my
time equally...
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43% of respondents use smartphones for social media.

I split my  
time equally.



Q
6

    Which device do you use most for reading emails?

42% of respondents use PCs or split their time equally to read emails.

Computer

Smartphone

Tablet

I split my
time equally...
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I split my  
time equally.



Q
7

    Which device do you use most for browsing the Internet?

Computer

Smartphone

Tablet

I split my
time equally...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

42% of respondents split their time between multiple devices to browse the Internet.

I split my  
time equally.



Q
8

    Which device do you use most for professional use?

Computer

Smartphone

Tablet

I split my
time equally...
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92% of respondents use PCs for their professional use.

I split my  
time equally.



Q
9

    Which device do you use most for personal use?

Computer

Smartphone

Tablet

I split my
time equally...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

45% of respondents use smartphones for personal use.

I split my  
time equally.



Q
1
0

    What is your age?

Under 30

30 – 39

40 – 49

50 – 59

60+
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29% of the respondents surveyed were between the age of 50 and 59.

Under 30

30 - 39

40 - 49

50 - 59

60+



Q
1
1

    What is your role at your firm/company?

Attorney

CMO (or
equivalent)

Other legal
marketing role

Administrator

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

50% of respondents surveyed are in legal marketing roles.

Attorney

CMO (or 
equivalent)

Other legal 
marketing role

Administrator



A third of the respondents 
were CMOs, and half of the 
respondents function in a 
legal marketing role.

Summary

The results of the Jaffe 2015 “Survey of Legal Industry Device Usage” provided some interesting insights into the actions 

and behavior of legal marketers and attorneys. 

DEMOGRAPHICS: 

Of those surveyed, nearly a third serve as Chief Marketing Officers at their 

respective firms. Half function in other legal marketing roles, while more than 15 

percent of respondents are attorneys. Respondents also represented a spectrum 

of ages, with the bulk of respondents ranging in age from 40 to 59. More than 29 

percent of respondents are under 40, while more than 16 percent are 60 or older. 

MOBILE PREFERENCES

You might recall the former ubiquity of the BlackBerry device within the legal 

community. That dominance has more than waned – the BlackBerry is nearing extinction. Only about 7 percent of 

respondents use a BlackBerry, none of whom are under 40. In fact, as evidenced by the breakdown below, iPhones 

dominated among almost all age brackets:



More companies are adopting 
Apple products as their 
standard technology platform.

n More than 87% of the 30 to 39 respondents
n More than 76% of the 40 to 49 respondents
n 68% of the 50 to 59 respondents
n More than 64% of the 60-plus respondents

The iPhone’s dominance appears solidified; however, reviewing the responses of the under-30 crowd paints a different 

picture: Two-thirds of our youngest respondents use Android devices over iPhones. 

PROFESSIONAL VERSUS PERSONAL

While most industries are still PC-centric, that is changing. More companies are 

adopting Apple products as their standard technology platform, and the legal 

industry seems to be following suit. While only about 12 percent of respondents 

use Apple computers professionally, that is still a relatively high percentage given 

the historical computing trends at law firms. 

Perhaps indicative of the legal industry’s technological future is the fact that more 

than 36 percent of respondents use Apple computers for personal use. That’s a significant increase from those who use 



A client alert sent after hours  
is much more likely to be read 
via a smartphone.

Apple computers professionally. As more legal marketers and lawyers become accustomed to Apple products, might we see 

more adoption of Apple computers in the legal space? Time will tell. 

As for the type of devices used among those in the legal industry, it turns out that what one uses for work differs greatly from 

what one predominantly uses for personal reasons. According to the survey, an overwhelming 92 percent of respondents 

identified computers as their main professional-use device, while only a little over 12 percent identify computers as their main 

personal-use device. Personal use, it turns out, is largely relegated to smartphones 

(more than 45 percent) or split among multiple devices (more than 29 percent). Why 

the discrepancy? It’s unclear, but perhaps most legal professionals are stationary at 

work and on-the-go when out of the office. As legal marketers, we should consider 

these differences in behavior as we time our external content efforts. For example, a 

client alert sent after hours is much more likely to be read via a smartphone than if it 

were sent during regular business hours. This fact could have major ramifications for 

the design and messaging of the deliverable. 

TABLETS

The black sheep of the device family, tablets are more closely related to smartphones than their desktop relatives. And 

while some might think there is redundancy in owning both a tablet and a smartphone, respondents clearly see enough 



A sizable percentage of 
respondents split their online 
time between technologies.

differentiation to invest in owning both devices, as nearly 80 percent of respondents own a tablet, with the vast majority 

(over 61 percent) owning an iPad. 

A DUAL-DEVICE LIFESTYLE

Because most respondents have two, if not three, Internet-enabled devices, it’s not much of a surprise that a sizeable 

percentage split their online time between technologies. While overall, smartphones are the main device through which 

to connect to social media, more than 37 percent of respondents split social 

media time among more than one device. That said, very few exclusively use their 

desktops or tablets to access social media, which leads to the conclusion that 

social network interaction and monitoring is very much an on-the-go activity. 

On the other hand, email appears to cater more to the stationary user. More than 41 

percent of respondents use their computers to manage their email. This is far larger 

than those who use smartphones and tablets, which collectively amounts to a small 

minority of just over 15 percent. However, once again, we see that many individuals 

are living the dual-device lifestyle, with more than 42 percent responding they split 

their email time among multiple devices. 



The biggest takeaway is that 
most individuals in the legal 
industry are dual-device users.

Oddly enough, the statistics regarding general Internet usage closely mirror the responses regarding email use. One 

significant difference is the uptick in individuals who primarily use tablets to browse the Internet. That number (more than 

10 percent) is nearly double that of users who identified a tablet as their primary email device. All in all though, most 

respondents either use their computers as their primary Internet browsing device or split their time among multiple devices. 

USING THE DATA 

While we refrain from drawing any definitive conclusions from the data, due to 

issues of causation and correlation, it does appear that the biggest takeaways 

are that most individuals in the legal industry are dual-device users. This means 

that we as legal marketers need to consider not just the design and content of 

a message we are distributing, but also how exactly it is going to be received 

and digested by the end user. In other words, marketing strategy must be flexible 

enough to work across disparate technologies and focused with the client in mind. 

In addition, we see significant differences in behavior and preferences among 

age groups. Older workers are more likely to cling to their BlackBerrys, mid-career 

professionals are subscribers to the cult of Apple and the younger generation appears to have an affinity for Android 

devices. In addition, Apple computers are making further inroads in the professional world, which could possibly be 

attributed to the increasing prominence of the younger workforce. 



Adapt to change. jaffepr.com


